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QUESTION 1

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant. 

You develop a custom Microsoft Office Add-in for Word. 

You need to sideload the add-in. 

You sign in to Microsoft 365 in a web browser and create a new Word document 

What should you do next? 

A. Upload the add-in to Microsoft AppSource. 

B. Upload the add-in to the tenant app catalog. 

C. Attach a remote debugger by using Microsoft Visual Studio Code. 

D. Select Upload My Add-in and verify that the add-in was installed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You create a personal bot that you plan to distribute as a Microsoft Teams team app. 

The bot has the following app manifest. 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

You have a starter SharePoint Framework (SPFx) web part. 

You need to test the web part from the local workbench by connecting to a URL of
https://localhost:4321/temp/workbench.html. 

Which tool should you use make the web part available locally for debugging? 

A. Yeoman 

B. Microsoft Visual Studio Code 

C. npm install 

D. gulp serve 

Correct Answer: B 

By setting up debugging of your SharePoint Framework solution in Visual Studio Code, you can more efficiently step
through your code and fix errors. When building SharePoint Framework solutions, you can use the local workbench to
verify that your web part is working correctly. Using the local workbench is convenient for testing all scenarios that do
not require communicating with SharePoint as well as for offline development. Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sharepoint/dev/spfx/debug-in-vscode 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to complete the MSALjs code for the SSO Javascript. Which code segment should you insert at line 06? 

A. storeAuthStatelnCookie: false 

B. storeAuthStatelnCookie: true 

C. cacheLocation:\\'localStorage\\' 

D. cacheLocation:\\'sessionStorage\\' 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft Teams channel that has a custom incoming webhook. 

You need to send a message of "Hello World!" to the channel that uses the incoming webhook. 

How should you complete the PowerShell command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

You are developing in application named App1. 

App1 needs to use the Microsoft Graph API to retrieve emails from Microsoft 365 for the current signed-in user. The
solution must meet the following requirements: 

Emails that have attachments and are from bill@contoso.com must be retrieved. 

The results must show the subject of the email, the sender address, and the count of emails retrieved. 

How should you complete the URI to retrieve the results? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets.
Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
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scroll 

to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: $count 

Use $count as a query parameter to include a count of the total number of items in a collection alongside the page of
data values returned from the Graph, as in the following example: 

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/contacts?$count=true 

Box 2: $select 

To specify a different set of properties to return than the default set provided by the Graph, use the $select query option.
The $select option allows for choosing a subset or superset of the default set returned. 

Box 3: $filter 
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To filter the response data based on a set of criteria, use the $filter query option. 

The following example returns messages that have the address field of the from property equal to "jon@contoso.com". 

The from property is of the complex type emailAddress. 

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/messages?$filter=from/emailAddress/address eq \\'jon@contoso.com\\'
Reference: https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/docs/overview/query_parameters 

 

QUESTION 7

You company has a third-party invoicing web app. 

You need to display the app within Microsoft Teams for one user only. The app will not require conversational
interactions. 

How should you display the app by using the minimum amount of effort? 

A. Instruct the user to add a website tab 

B. Instruct the user to add an App Studio app 

C. Create a SharePoint Framework (SPFx) web part 

D. Create a search-based messaging extension 

Correct Answer: A 

There are currently three methods of app integration in Teams: Connectors, Bots, and Tabs. Tabs offer more extensive
integration by allowing you to view entire third-party services within Microsoft Teams. Reference:
https://www.sherweb.com/blog/office-365/o365-microsoft-teams-apps/ 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSPOT 

You have a web app that uses the Microsoft Identity Platform. 

You need to configure authentication for the app to allow sign-ins for the following user accounts: 

1. 

Users from your company 

2. 

Users from another company that has Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user accounts 

How should you complete the application manifest? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/reference-app-manifest 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to request permission to create a group in a Sharepoint Framework (SPFx) solution. To which file should you
add the permission request? 

A. Config.json 

B. Package.json 

C. Serve.json 

D. Package-solution.json 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/spfx/web-parts/get-started/using-microsoft-graph-apis 

 

QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select NO. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 11

You are building an application that will help Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) administrators manage Microsoft 365
groups. 

You are building a details page that will display information about the groups. 

You need to display the groups of which the current group is a member. The results must contain the nested groups. 

Which URI should you use? 

A. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{id}/transitiveMemberOf 

B. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{id}/memberOf 

C. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{id}/transitiveMembers 

D. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{id}/owners 

E. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{id}/members 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/group-list-transitivememberof?view=graph-rest-1.0andtabs=http 

 

QUESTION 12
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You have an application that uses the Microsoft graph API. 

When users open the application during peak hours, they occasionally receive an HTTP 429 Too Many requests
response status code. 

What should you to mitigate the errors? 

A. Adjust the request rate based on the Rate-Limit-Reset Header. 

B. Wait 100 milliseconds between requests. 

C. Adjust the request rate based on the Retry-After header. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/throttling 

 

QUESTION 13

You are developing an app that will display all the users returned in a Microsoft Graph query. The entire dataset is too
large, and you receive the following response. 

How should you retrieve the next page of data? 

A. Send an HTTP PATCHrequest to the 

B. Send an HTTP GETrequest that contains the id value. 

C. Send an HTTP GETrequest that contains the skiptoken value. 

D. Append the skip queryparameter to the last request. 

E. Send an HTTP GETrequest to the 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/query-parameters 
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QUESTION 14

Which URI should you use to querya all the email that relate to an invoice? 

A. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/messages?$filter=contains(subject, {invoiceid}) 

B. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/messages?$subject eq {invoiceid} 

C. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/messages?$search="{invoiceid}" 

D. https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/messages?${invoiceid} 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/search-query-parameter 

Testlet 1 

 

QUESTION 15

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

In Microsoft Word on Windows, before you can sideload a Microsoft Office Add-in. you must first upload the manifest to
Microsoft_pnePrivc. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed. 

B. deploy the manifest to an Azure website 

C. publish the manifest to a trusted network location 

D. set Microsoft Edge to Developer Mode 

Correct Answer: A 
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